
WERKS Quiet Ride Headlight Protector 

INSTALLATION GUIDE
BMW R 1200-1250 RT

8 of the 3M Duo Lock fasteners are required for most secure installation. Hold the headlight protector 
up to the headlight to get a feel for how it fits. It does not match the headlight in size exactly. Some 
parts of the protector will extend beyond the headlight for added protection. You want a symmetrical
look. Place the duo lock fasteners onto the headlight in positions similar to the picture above. The 
fasteners MUST be placed only on the flat surface and never on an edge or beveled area where the 
fastener isn't flat! Leave the protective film on the outer part of the fasteners. Again place the protector 
up to the headlight and get a feel for how you want to align it. With the duo locks in place you will get 
a different feel for fitment as it raises the protector away from the headlight. Start with either of the two
duo locks in the center upper position. Remove the film covering the adhesive from ONE of them. 
VERY Carefully hold the protector up again and slightly above the duo locks. When alignment is good,
allow the protector to adhere to the duo lock. 

Press firmly for 10 seconds or so to allow the adhesive to hold. Remove the protector and next remove 
the film over the adhesive on the opposite top inner duo lock. VERY carefully put the protector into 
position centering the previously attached duo lock to its mate while not allowing the other one to 
adhere. When alignment is good, you can allow the protector to adhere to the second duo lock by
pressing on it to insure adhesion. This will hold the protector in place. Make sure you are satisfied with 
the position! There is some room to move position slightly with the duo lock. Next do the same to the 
bottom two inner duo locks. These can be done both at the same time with a steady hand. The other 4, 
two on each of the left and right extensions, are next and should be easier as you have the other 4 in 
place to help guide you. This takes care of the installation. It is recommended to allow the protector to 
stay In place for at least 24 hours once installation is done and secured by pressing down on all duo 
locks to allow the best adhesion. 

Your protector is made of high quality cast acrylic. Much higher impact resistance than standard plastic
products. While it is also more chemical resistant, avoid cleaners that are harsh. Polishing your 
protector is just like taking care of your windscreen, the same products you like will work well on your 
protector. 


